Putting the Science
into Arts Fundraising
An online seminar sharing insights
from the world’s largest arts
fundraising experiment and more.
Available online for 30 days from
28th April 2020.

Free 30 day access to
all the sessions online.
We’ll be uploading
recordings of all the
sessions to enjoy and
share for 30 days after the
event.

Login from your laptop
or smartphone to enjoy:
4 case studies
3 workshops
3 plenaries
3 live webinars

Find out how you can apply the lessons
from the world’s largest experiment in
arts and culture fundraising.
And discover how business and the
wider charity sector is applying
decision science to transform results.

Book your place now
Guarantee your
opportunity to hear the
latest thinking on how to
transform your fundraising.
decisionscience.org.uk

This online platform is designed to provide
individuals from the arts and cultural sectors with
insights and inspiration on how the latest thinking
from the fields of behavioural economics (BE),
decision science and neuroscience can impact
on fundraising. You’ll benefit whether you work
in a museum, local authority culture department,
a gallery, a theatre, a touring company, or a
community-based agency.
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How you’ll
benefit

With inputs from arts fundraising
practitioners plus leading UK and
European experts in fundraising and
business, the platform will cover a
range of sessions.

How using the latest thinking in
psychology and neuroscience can help
raise money for your cultural cause
The impact of well-structured
supporter journey through a museum
to encourage donations
The difference the person who asks
can make to the effectiveness of your
online video appeal
How priming intergenerational
preferences can make a significant
impact on response to an appeal

The results of combining pre-and postshow appeals to different donors- using
collections electronic donation points
How using effects like FOMO and
reciprocity can increase the potential
for increased membership
The ethical side of fundraising nudges
– what’s acceptable and what’s not in
terms of ethics?
How to use the psychology of
‘loss’ or ‘gain’ to improve supporter
engagement

Over the last 10 years, the work of key thinkers including
Nobel Prize Laureates Kahneman and Thaler, plus others
such as Ariely, has transformed the way businesses think
about and interact with customers. This work has also made
inroads into the public sector with initiatives in delivering prosocial behaviour in collecting tax, transplants, health, etc.
This exciting approach has now been applied to arts
fundraising. If you’re keen to find out how you might apply
the powerful techniques available.

Organised in partnership with
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What’s on offer?

10 hours x 10
speakers of online
material- watch
when you want!

With your registration you gain three ways to benefit:
Online materials to watch when you want for 30 days
on your laptop or phone
Live on-the-day webinars to interact with the
presenters
Ready to download materials to build on your
learning

With your registration you gain
access to ten hours of outstanding
content delivered by ten outstanding
presenters. Each session lasts between
60 and 90 minutes. And it’s available to
view and listen to until 28th May 2020.
Below is a list of the available content.
We hope to add more!

The World’s Largest Arts
Fundraising Experiment
and what the results mean
for you.

At the core of the online
programme are the results
HEADLINE
SESSION
and learning from the world’s
largest arts fundraising
experiment. From September
2019 to March 2020 eleven organisations
tested a range of techniques and
channels and propositions across
audiences.
In this session Emma Goad and Rob
Shaw, who acted as coaches for several
the agencies who took part in the
experiments, will share the results of the
detailed review they have undertaken.
As part of their review they’ll be
explaining what worked and didn’t work
across the different experiments- from
changing messaging in donation boxes
to comparing how who asks makes a
difference.
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They’ll be joined
in this session by
four of the people
who ran specific
experiments.

Marina Jones — Head of Campaigns and Membership
for Royal Opera House sharing insights from her
successful legacies campaign
Tom Dixon — Producer of Handlebards, outlining the
relative impact of four different video versions on their
first online fundraising campaign
Francis Christeller — Fundraising Manager of the
Shakespeare Schools Foundation, on how they
managed mass fundraising from audiences at events.
Bec Fearon — Head of Engagement at Bluecoat
Gallery Liverpool, on the massive fundraising impact of
changing your donation box position and images.

What can arts fundraisers
learn from business?

In this session Maddie
Croucher, Senior Consultant
HEADLINE
SESSION
with Ogilvy Consulting —
one of the world’s largest
decision science practices
— will look at what learning arts and
cultural agencies can apply from the
commercial sector. She’ll look especially
at how business influences consumers
to make choices about what brands to
support, and how to change attitudes or
behaviours.

What can arts fundraisers
learn from business?

In a second session Maddie
will offer a framework to help PRACTICAL
SESSION
you apply decision science
to your own work: online, in
person, in communications —
using the well-established MINDSPACE
framework. This framework will offer
you a way to apply the key principles in
decision science. As part of this session
you’ll also gain access to some planning
and implementation materials.
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The Impact of Neuroscience
on Decisions

Omar Mahmoud works as
Chief of Market Knowledge
HEADLINE
SESSION
in the global UNICEF
Division, based in Geneva.
In this session he’ll explore
how the latest thinking in neuroscience
tells us more about how we make
decisions and the implications this has
for how consumers and customers in
the arts and wider make decisions. He
will explore how UNICEF and others use
these insights to improve awareness of
humanitarian and social issues

Irrationality in Action: The
Importance of Emotions in
Fundraising and Decisions

In a second session Omar will explore
how emotions play a vital part in how we
engage with causes in the arts and wider.
Emotions form a vital part of our decisionmaking process- and often we can fail by
encouraging supporters and prospects to
opt for a rational approach. This session
will challenge lots of conventional
wisdom about what works in fundraising.

Why Decision Science
is important in arts and
culture fundraising

In this keynote session
Bernard Ross, Director of
HEADLINE
SESSION
the Decision Science in
Arts Fundraising Project
and of the National Arts
Fundraising School will explain the key
ideas behind decision science and how it
has come to play such an important part
in the public and commercial world. He’ll
go on to explore why it has the potential to
transform the effectiveness of fundraising
for arts, culture and heritage agencies.
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Making decisions EASIEST
for donors

Live on-the-day
webinars

Talking to the
Experimenters

In this second session
Bernard Ross, will share a
PRACTICAL
SESSION
powerful framework you can
apply to create effective and
engaging messages that
will help win over donors. The EASIEST
framework (Ethical, Attractive, Social,
Info-lite, Emotional, Storified, and Timebased.) is now widely used across the
charity sector by agencies from MSF
to Edinburgh Zoo, and increasingly
by arts organisations, to shape donor
communications.

Bundled in with your investment is
access to three live on-the-day webinars.
Each will run for 45 minutes. These will be
your chance to ask questions, contribute
ideas, and learn more.
14.00 - 14.45 — In this session you’ll be able to ask questions
of Rob Shaw and Emma Goad who coached many of the
experimenters throughout the project. They also wrote the project
review for ACE.
Note: to gain most from this session you should already
have watched the online session The World’s Largest Arts
Fundraising Experiment and what the results mean for you.

Decision Science
Guru Question
Time

14.45 - 15.30 — In this conversation Madeline Croucher, Bernard
Ross and Omar Mahmoud will answer questions form their
sessions exploring how fundraising charities are using decision
science more widely. And what that means for arts fundraisers
and marketeers.
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The Decision
Science Lab

15.30 - 16.15 — Listen live as a team of experienced arts
fundraisers analyse material sent in by you, explaining how it
might be improved. Be aware the panel may not agree, but
you’ll get real insights into the thought processes in developing
a decision architecture. And you’ll have the chance to offer your
own views.
The panel will include:
Dana Segal — Senior Partner Consultant at =mc consulting
sharing insights from her successful legacies campaign
Marina Jones — Head of Membership & Fundraising
Campaigns at the Royal Opera House
Zak Mensah — Heads of Transformation at Bristol Culture &
Creative Industries

Free Materials

For those of you who like to read and
annotate backup materials you’ll be able
to download or receive in the post some
outstanding materials:

Your FREE downloadable copy of
Helping Supporters Choose: How to
bring decision science into arts and
culture fundraising. This is a specially
written ‘How to…” e-guide explaining how
to apply the MINDSCAPE model to arts
and cultural fundraising.

Your FREE physical copy of Change
for Good, the groundbreaking 5 star
Amazon book that introduced the
charity sector to the benefits of Decision
Science and explored how to apply it.

Value £10

Value £25

“An outstanding book”
Michael Adamson, CEO, Brtish Red Cross
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Based on the
World’s Largest Arts
Fundraising
Experiment

This platform builds back on the results of the world’s
largest field experiment in arts fundraising supported by
the Arts Council of England. Over six months September
2019-March 2020, the experiment involved a number of
leading UK arts, culture, and heritage organisations. Each
agency trialled a number of decision science-based ways
to improve their private income including online, legacies,
major donors, ticket sale donations, retail, and events.

Investment - Save £100
Access to the 10+ hours of video sessions, PLUS:
3 online webinars
A downloadable e-book and copy of Change For Good
£100 + VAT until 27th April 2020. After that the 30 day access
goes up to £200 + VAT. Secure yourself half-price access by
booking before the launch.
To secure your place book now at
decisionscience.org.uk/booking-form/

Time Limited
content. Secure
your access
If you sign up to the
programme you’ll be able to
access 10 hours of fabulous
content in online form. You’ll
discover how using decision
science could benefit your
performing arts company,
archive, theatre, community
arts centre, museum or library.

